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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications 
without prior notice.  All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for 
variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

ATLAS
The Atlas is an outdoor sign or Zoom flag holder. Use more than one Atlas to 
hold a large rigid graphic. The hollow plastic base can be filled with water or 
sand. Set up is quick and storage is easy.

dimensions:

additional information:

features and benefits:

Hardware Shipping

Shipping dimensions - ships in one box:
18”l x 18”h x 9”d
457mm(l) x 457mm(h) x 229mm(d)

Shipping weight:
10 lbs / 5 kgs

Assembled unit:
29.5”w x 8.5”h x 25.12”d
749mm(w) x 216mm(h) x 638mm(d)

With Zoom attachment:
29.5”w x 11”h x 25.12”d
749mm(w) x 282mm(h) x 638mm(d)

Weight: 
8 lbs / 4 kgs

- Outdoor sign or Zoom flag holder
- Securely holds a Zoom 3, 4 or 5 outdoor 

flag pole with Zoom attachment (optional 
upgrade): ATLAS-ZOOM-PIN

- Includes three ground stakes

- Hollow plastic base can be filled with 
water or sand

- Quick set up, easy storage
- One year limited hardware warranty 

against manufacturer defects

- Securely holds a Zoom 3, 4 or 5 outdoor flag 
pole with Zoom attachment (optional upgrade)
 ATLAS-ZOOM-PIN

- Use as many Atlas bases as necessary to 
hold a large rigid graphic .4 - .5” thick

- Recommended Graphic substrates:
 10mm corrugated plastic or 1/2” rigid 
substrates

*Base only - does not include graphic 
or optional zoom attachment hard-
ware



Zoom attachment pieces as shown

SET-UP
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Rotate each foot outwards so  
that it rests between groovesTurn base over to twist feet 3If desired, fill Atlas with water or sand

Unit is complete

4Atlas base is now ready for use
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Slide zoom pole attachment through 
base & center hole of bottom back 

plate

ZOOM ATTACHMENT SET-UP

Thread washer and wingnut onto 
zoom pole attachment and tighten

Place Zoom onto Zoom pole  
attachment secured to Atlas base.7 8


